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Abstract 

Honesty-Humility is the recently uncovered sixth personality trait. In the current dissertation the 

practical and theoretical considerations of traditional self-report assessments and game-based 

assessments of this trait are investigated. Specifically, one project investigated the relevance of 

honesty-humility for individuals in a position of power using economic games. The results of 

this project demonstrate that power moderates the relation between honesty-humility and 

interpersonal exploitation. Importantly, only for those in a position of power was the honesty-

humility profile related to predict interpersonal exploitation. Two other projects demonstrate that 

reliable game-based assessments of honesty-humility can be developed. These projects also 

demonstrate that these novel assessment methods have construct and predictive validity of 

relevant outcomes. Furthermore, the dissertation investigated whether honesty-humility can be 

equated to integrity. This project identified various integrity conceptualizations and related their 

operationalizations to self-reported personality. The results identified that Honesty-Humility 

underlies moral conceptualizations of integrity (e.g., fairness), whereas Conscientious underlies 

amoral conceptualizations (e.g., word-action consistency). Finally, the dissertation demonstrates 

that a statistical analysis of responses self-report personality inventories can be used to detect 

noncompliant respondents. Dropping the data of these respondents from the dataset can improve 

data quality. Overall, the dissertation demonstrates that honesty-humility is an important trait to 

consider in job applicants as it is a key aspect of integrity and is especially important to assess 

for people in positions of power. Additionally, novel game-based assessments are a promising 

method to assess honesty-humility. 


